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Reviewer's report:

Interesting well written article. The statistics used seem sound for the analyses carried out and the statistical methods are clearly described. I just concentrated mostly on the statistical methods and resultst section and took note of the following:

* Page 8: The authors should specify the type of regression analysis that was carried for clarity. This applies even in the results section where they mention regression analysis

* Page 9: In table 1, my suggestion would be to include the sub sample size for each category e.g EPA-rich fish oil group n=36. That would have the effect of decluttering the table by killing the row that refers to non-whites. On the same table the last column could be labelled statistical significance rather than just significance.

* On the first line below table 1, … showed no difference…. Such a statement could be taken to mean that the figures were exactly the same. If the figures were not exactly the same then it should read ‘…showed no significant difference…’

* Table 2 the adiponectin row under group column the p-value reads 0.0.83: needs revision and the units in that table should be pg/ml and not Pg/ml

* Page 10: specify the type of regression analysis used linear or logistic

* Page 11: First line ’… higher maternal serum DHA..’ I think there is need to specify that this was baseline measurement

* Page 11: Second paragraph, last line: There was no association: consider there was no significant association. No association implies a p-value of 1

* Page 12 second line: specify type of regression.

Additional comments

Page 4 should have a subheading Introduction or background.

Page 6 line 3 and 4, replace the words patients and subjects to participants, for uniformity.
Page 6 lines 57- should comment on the characteristics or performance of the method used for leptin and adiponectin assays eg: coefficient of variation etc

Page 7 line 30, page 14 line 6 rephrase the word subjects to participants
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